Present perfect passive

Exercise 3. Use the words to make sentences in the passive voice. ________

Example:
built a new bridge - A new bridge has been built.

A lot has been changed in our town since I was born

improve a lot of things

renovate the townhall

add some benches in pedestrian areas

in the park create a new pond

old trees cut down

instead plant new trees

a new zoo near the town open

on the outskirts built a football stadium

install computers in the library

in some public places establish a wifi network
Answer key

Exercise 3

A lot has been changed in our town since I was born

A lot of things have been improved.

The townhall has been renovated.

Some benches have been added in pedestrian areas.

A new pond has been created in the park.

Old trees have been cut down.

New trees have been planted instead.

A new zoo has been opened near the town.

A football stadium has been built on the outskirts.

Computers have been installed in the library.